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Chairman’s Chat
Due

to our monthly
meeting being postponed
I have no local news to
report on, but would take
this opportunity to invite
all to our closing social
on the 24 November at
14:00. This should be an
afternoon
to
renew
acquaintances and enjoy
eyeball QSO’s. See you
there?
‘Ham Radio works when
all else fails’! What a
profound statement this
is. I don’t know who
wrote it, but it’s true!
Even Hurricane ‘Sandy’
was no exception as
Amateurs
featured
prominently in the build
up and now particularly
the aftermath of the
storm. Hams generally
are capable of much
more than just Radio, as
they are active in our
communities, are more
technical than most, and
become
involved
in
many other avenues too.
In browsing around I
found an article by OM
VE3RHJ entitled, ‘What
do radio Amateurs Do?’
Well, the following is a
list of activities that are
embraced
by
the
association:
* T h e y
h o l d
conversation.
*They talk to distant
lands.

*They participate in
contests and awards.
*They use mobile and
portable radio.
*They use digital radio.
*They participate in space
communication.
*They experiment with
amateur television.
*They
do
radio
experimentation.
*They are involved in
emergency communication.
*They do weather spotting.
*They participate in public
service.
*They assist in message
handling.
And partly, for the same
reason Hams do anything
else ...... because it’s Fun!
What an action packed
Hobby, full of interesting
and
exciting
opportunities.
As we go into the festive
season remember that
Amateur Radio operators
celebrate the world in all
its glory, by transmitting
greetings to all corners of
the earth and spreading
goodwill afar!
As a William Halligan put
it, ‘Man’s desire to
communicate still offers
our best opportunity to
achieve peace on earth
and goodwill towards all
mankind.’

And
that

on

sentiment, may I end by
thanking particularly the
Committee members for
their assistance and help
wherever they can. Also,
may we all enjoy a most
happy and safe festive
season, together with our
families and friends.
Till next time, ‘From this
old shack to Yours’.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW Noel
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Secretary’s Report...
Bleating seems to work! We haven’t had a stampede of takers to renew their membership, but there has been a trickle. Thanks to all who re-joined us in the past month.
Since my last report, it has been quite a rough time for me. I have chased that damn
flock of sheep of mine all over this farm. I cannot tell you how many times I have wished
that I have a gun and a big deep freeze. Had I owned this equipment, I can assure you
that my little band of ‘breeding stock’ would have long ago turned into my well frozen
collection of eating stock. The issue was my lack of containment and so after great expense and herculean effort, I put up some paddock fencing and now I only have to get
them from their night time lock up – required only because of stock theft – to their day
time paddock. Some mornings they cooperate, but some morning they still give me the
run around. On the up side, there is something quite special about sheep. When they
are not escaping you, they are actually quite sweet. Mine are fairly tame and I stand
among them. They stare at me and I stare back. Sometimes they bleat. Sometimes I
bleat back. We sort of communicate that way – in silence and bleats – a type of lamb
Morse code. They teach me patience – something I lack. If I’m rushed and impatient,
they seem to respond to my energy and get up to their antics; but if I’m calm and unhurried, then they move where I need them to go. It is quite a lesson to learn which, I
guess, applies to so many aspects of life. Of course, they take maintenance – but nothing too onerous when one is not fretting about all the things that can go wrong with
them. They are worth maintaining as each one represents quite an investment – not
only in their purchase price but also in the promise of future income from their progeny.
Again a lesson in perspective and patience. So even at my ripe old age I am still being
taught lessons, by sheep no less!

It is difficult to believe that another year has passed. Speak to anybody today, even
children, and people have a sense that time is speeding up. One wonders if there is any
truth in the Mayan calendar which ‘runs out of time’ on about 20 December 2012 – or
2012-2012, to see it another way. This is not prediction of a catastrophic ‘end of the
word’ but more a prediction of the ‘end of times’ – heralding in a new times. I, for one,
hope that this is the case. Wouldn’t it be nice to move away from a predatory economic
system and have one based on abundance for all, conservation of resources and equity?
A system based on value and exchange of value, not one based on smoke and mirrors of
loan securitization, futures markets, and speculation – where the rich get richer and,
when their scams don’t work out, appeal to governments for bail outs which make the
poor poorer. Wouldn’t it be nice to move away from governments that work against
their people – which basically describes all governments – and have governments that
are in service of and responsive to the people that elect them
and an administration that is a civil service. Yes, I hope that we
are at the end of times – I’m tired with how this world is runChairman
ning right now. I desire something better.

So as we move into our high holy-days – and the dawning of
a new year, may I express my gratitude for your contribution to
the club and please accept my best wishes for a wonderful,
blessed, healthy and safe festive season and all the very best in
our New Times.

“ It is
difficult to
believe that
another
year has
passed!”

YOUR CTARC
CLUB CONTACT
DETAILS:

/ Treasurer

Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 0845281805

Secretary
Peter – ZS1PMH can be reached on
021-572-0329 or 082 925 2298
and email: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za

73 – Peter ZS1PMH

PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
Website: www.ctarc.org.za
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Dave Reece
(Dr.Dave)

“When the owner
complained that
the moles were
ruining his lawn,
the enterprising
chap offered to dig
up the lawn “

Other Avenues’ to Explore
Good
day,
fellow
obsessed
radio
amateurs,
I
hope
you’re enjoying the
freedom the good
weather gives you to
be on your roof
changing
your
antenna configuration,
or
whacking
long
lengths of copper pipe
into the garden as
earths. Or better yet,
burying entire car
radiators
or
old
geysers as decent
earths. (By the way,
did I tell you about the
fellow who rented from
someone, and wanted
to put a set of radials
down
as
the
counterpoise to his
vertical. When the
owner complained that
the moles were ruining
his
lawn,
the
enterprising
chap
offered to dig up the
lawn and put down a
layer of small diameter
chicken wire under the
lawn.
The
unsuspecting owner
thought it a good idea,
so the clever ham
created
a
HUGE
groundplane,
by
layering the entire
lawn with chicken
wire, and connecting it
to the braid of his
unbalanced feedline!
Great presence of
mind, for sure!)
Anyway, what I’ve got
for you this month is a
bit of a discussion
about the programme
called Audacity, and a
mention of the newly
launched
small
motherboard for opensource
software,
called Raspberry Pi.
For this month’s ideas,
I’m indebted to Mike

RAGCHEW

Richards,
G3WNC,
who writes the Data
Modes
column
in
Practical
Wireless,
and I do say thank you
to
him,
for
reawakening my interest
in Audacity.
Audacity is a free
recording programme,
which allows you to
preserve any audio
you think may prove to
be
interesting
or
important.
Google
“Audacity”,
and
download the latest
version for free, which
is a Beta test version
of 1.3.12. There are
versions available for
Linux and Mac OS X,
and
they’re
all
available
on
the
programme’s website.
The software is written
by a team of volunteer
developers, and I think
we have a lot to be
thankful to them for!
The list of people who
helped is long and
extremely impressive.
Anyway, all you do is
fire up the programme
and put an input into
the PC’s soundcard
via the Mike-in or Line
-in plugs. On the main
page, just next to a
picture
of
a
microphone, is a dropdown arrow, which
you activate to start
monitoring.
You
should then see a
solid horizontal red
line varying with the
strength of your input
signal. There is also a
mike slider, to set the
audio input to be
enough
to
be
recordable. In the
“Edit”
drop-down
menu is a Preferences

option. There, under
“recording”,
you
can
choose the project rate
(Usually 11025Hz), and
whether you want to
make a Stereo or Mono
recording. There is also
an option to choose
“Vox” recording, so that
you can leave the PC
unattended, and record
whatever happens as it
happens, without wasting
large amount of disk
space on silence! In
passing, though, there
are editing options to
clear out the blanks
before you save your
recording finally if you
don’t use the vox option.
This is where I want to
experiment.
As
you
know, we often use a
repeater to manage a
sporting event, and I’ve
often thought a voice
record of the entire
proceedings would be
useful,
and
perhaps
forensically important, if
major trouble arises. So
I’m going to start by
letting my PC run on the
day of the next event,
and record the output of
the prospective repeater
until the event is over.
The value then will be
that the timing of the
recording
will
be
accurate. Although vox
recording will save lots of
PC space, one will not
have
a
precise
chronological record of
what
happened
and
when. Perhaps, after the
event, and if chronology
isn’t all that important, I
can go through it and
delete all the silences.
See Overleaf:….
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Other Avenue’s to Explore

“Then on to the
Raspberry Pi.
This sounds like
a kind of icecream pudding!”

Now the plot thickens.
This record can be
manipulated like crazy
(have a look at the
“Effect” menu – quite
overwhelming),
and
recording levels and
distortions
can
be
adjusted to your heart’s
content. Once you’ve
done all your editing,
you then need to save
the recording, and the
plot is quite thick here
too. In the File menu,
choose “Export”, and the
software will offer you a
myriad
of
recording
types to use. And this
option can be used in
reverse. Say you have
a
.wav
file
about
something. You can
import it to Audacity, and
then export it (ie save it)
in another format. This is
extremely useful for
creation of mp3’s etc.
If you were recording
something and stopped,
and then realise you’d
like to go on, adding to
the original file, press
the “Shift” key and click
on the red record button
and the new recording
will
be
added
(appended) to the end of
the previous record. If
you don’t wish to do
that, just click on the
record knoppie, and
Audacity will start a new
recording, without wiping
out the first. Very kewl!
The recorded signal can
be stretched or shrunk
by zooming in and out in
the “View” menu, and
you’ll note the time
elapsed is quoted at the

RAGCHEW

Cont:

top of the recording.
When playing it back,
you can speed up the
playback
to
hurry
through the thing a bit,
by moving the slider to
the right of the green
arrow at the top, and
then clicking on the
green arrow to activate
your chosen speed.

electronically),
so
experimentation is the
order of the day. It will
not be long before clever
people are writing “apps”
which can be run on it,
to enable us morons to
do all sorts of clever
amateur-radio-related
things with a raspberry
pi!

Another use I found was
in recording a meeting
with a simple voice
recorder, importing it to
Audacity, saving it as an
MP3, and then playing it
back at a later stage.

And on that tantalising
note, I think I’ll go off
and look for some
chocolate
ice-cream!
Kind regards and, if you
don’t
get
given
a
raspberry
pi
for
Christmas, at least enjoy
some raspberry pie after
the obligatory Christmas
lunch! 73

None of this stuff is
rocket science, and I’m
sure many of you have
even more sophisticated
uses to put Audacity to,
but for those who don’t,
please consider this Dave
useful little tool.
Then
on
to
the
Raspberry
Pi.
This
sounds like a kind of icecream pudding, but is in
fact, a small PCB about
the size of a credit card.
It has no harddrive, but
uses software on a
memory card as its
operating system, which
you
therefore
can
change at will, has
several USB outputs, as
well as video and audio
outputs, and several
input/output pins for you
to programme and direct
all sorts of activities you
may be able to write
software for. So it needs
a bit of programming
gumption, but is small,
and
fairly
robust
(physically
and

ZS1DFR
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Contest Corner
CONTEST CORNER
#19
By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X
Upcoming Local Events in November – Also see the SARL web: http://www.sarl.org.za/
public/contests/contestrules.asp

Dirk
ZS1X

2 December

-

SARL Digital Contest

Upcoming International Events in November – See this link for more detail http://
www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger contests have been
mentioned below.
8, 9 December

-

ARRL 10-Meter Contest

15 December

-

OK DX RTTY Contest

15, 16 December

-

Croatian CW Contest

26 December

-

DARC Christmas Contest

See this link for
more detail
http://

THIS MONTH’S DX TIP – DX Code of Conduct - Rule #2

www.hornucopia.
com/contestcal/

#2 I will only call if I can copy the DX station properly

index.html

We also need to listen to optimise how well we receive the DX – to be sure we will hear
any reply to our call – and to avoid causing interference by transmitting at the wrong
time. It is hugely frustrating as a DX station to be called by a station that is unable to
hear you and causes incessant QRM.
73’s & Good DX!
de

RAGCHEW
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CTARC Ist Project Day……………...Build a Balun!
be looking at a another
project very early in the
new year. So, look out
for our next date!"

On Saturday the 10th of
November the CTARC had
a project day which
started at 14:00. It was
very well attended. We
had a total of 15 participants and a total of 25
people with all the other
visitors. All the builders
were very successful and
almost all have indicated
that they would love to
have another project day
early
in
the
new
year.
BALUNS were
tested after construction
and all had very good results! We will definitely

“Fun was had
by all at the
1st CTARC
Project Day,
last Saturday
watch out for
info in future
RAGCHEWS
regarding the
next one!”

(Pictures courtesy of
several members
Thanks to all!)
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“ZS1X - Multi 6”
Dirk Lotz – ZS1X

Multiband Portable QRP Antenna

Early 2008 I purchased an ICOM IC 703 QRP rig. The idea was to start doing some SOTA
operation and also a rig to take on holiday.
My first challenge was to construct an appropriate antenna that could be easily erected, is light,
have a variety of bands to choose from and does not require a tuner. The IC703 is equipped
with an internal antenna matcher which changes the situation a bit.

ZS1X Dirk lotz

I have heard of hams using linking systems to change bands on dipole antennas but never seen
one myself or laid eyes on any construction details. I thus decided that this would be the perfect antenna to construct as we were also planning our December holidays to the Free State and
North West provinces.
The construction detail of this antenna is definitely not a new idea and is just my own design
which I call the “ZS1X – MULTI 6”. I decided on six bands but you can change it and redesign to accommodate your personal preferences. My antenna was designed for 40, 30, 20, 17,
15 and 10 meters. I tuned the antenna for the CW portion of the selected bands as this is the
mode of operation I use 99% of the time.
The other challenge was to find an easy to handle portable mast. The whole idea is to erect and
disassemble the complete station in a couple of minutes.
Parts required:

“The other
challenge was
to find an easy
to handle
portable mast.
The whole idea
is to erect and
disassemble the
complete
station in a
couple of
minutes.”

1.

10x Banana Plugs (Male) – I used black coloured plugs here

2.

10x Banana Plugs (Female)

3.

+/- 25meters 0.75 multistrand wire (wire diameter not critical)

4.

1x SO239 + mounting bolts, nuts & spring washers

5.

1meter RG174

6.

1x Toroid (FT114-43 or T130-2)

7.

3x eye bolts

8.

2x thimbles

9.

2x bolts for connecting the antenna wire (preferably stainless)

10. 10x small insulators (I used oval shaped jacket buttons)
11. 2x Insulators for antenna ends
12. 4x small ring terminals
13. 1x packet of small cable ties
14. 1x Tube Silicone Sealer
15. Some Copper Slip
Guy ropes
Make sure that you have enough bolts, nuts, flat washers & spring washers to secure the appropriate item.
See Overleaf:….

RAGCHEW
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Cont:….

ENCLOSURE FOR THE BALUN
Firstly you need to fit the SO239 to the enclosure. Fit the SO239 to the bottom of the
enclosure. The next step is to fit the eye bolts, one at the top and one on each side.
The eye bolts on the sides are to hook the thimbles in, which in turn supports the
antenna wire. Finally fit two bolts on each side under the eye bolts, these are
connection points for the BALUN on the inside and the antenna wires on the outside.
The eye bolt at the top is to secure a piece of rope to hoist the feed point into position.
See illustration
Make sure that you use some washers and spring washers and at the same time put
some silicone on these to make the enclosure water resistant.
CONSTRUCTING AND SECURING THE BALUN
Use some RG174 and wind 10 windings around the Toroidal core. The one end of the coax is connected to the earth and centre pin
of the SO239 and the other end to our antenna connection points. You can now secure the BALUN inside the enclosure with some
silicone sealant.
The BALUN is not critical and could be substituted with a bigger toroidal core to support 10 windings of RG58. This will allow for
higher RF output.
I used some extra silicone on the outsides where the holes were made and left the entire enclosure to dry.
CONSTRUCTING THE DIPOLE ANTENNA
Make sure that you have enough wire and insulators to properly construct the antenna. These are the lengths & frequencies I
calculated my antenna for:
1. 10 meters

-

28.100

Mhz = 5.0 m

2. 15 meters

-

21.050

Mhz = 6.77 m

3. 17 meters

-

18.100

Mhz = 7.82 m

4. 20 meters

-

14.050

Mhz = 10.14 m

5. 30 meters

-

10.125

Mhz = 14.07 m

6. 40 meters

-

7.020

Mhz = 20.30 m

I used the standard formula to calculate the length for each band:
L= 142.5 divided by the frequency in Mhz
Once you have calculated the 10 meter portion you have the length for your first band.
Now calculate the second band (15m). You must remember that you already have a
portion of the second antenna cut because you will now just be adding an extra length
to the 10m portion to extend the antenna to resonate on 15m. Ex: Each leg on the 10m
portion is 2.5 m long. I added 10cm on each side to make sure that the wire is not cut
too short. Some people might think 10cm is too long but it definitely worked for me.
On your second band the antenna length for each leg is 3.39m. Let’s make it 3.5m each
side to play it safe. All that you need to do now is subtract the 10m length from the
15m length: 3.5 – 2.5 = 1m. The difference you need to add to extend the antenna
from 10m to 15m is only 1m. In this way you can add all the bands you wish to operate
with this antenna.
Always remember to add an extra length of wire to the legs of your dipole because if you should cut it too short then you will have to
add some on again and it becomes messy and difficult to handle.
Separate the sections with insulators as illustrated and use small cable ties to keep the folded end of the wire in place.
Connect the male and female banana plugs to the ends of the different sections to enable you to change bands. See illustration.
You can now connect the top ends of the antenna legs to the BALUN as illustrated.
You can resonate the antenna on its individual bands. Start at the 10m section and work your way down to the 40m part. You will
have to remove the banana plug each time you wish to trim the antenna. You must reconnect the banana plug as this lengthens the
antenna. Once your antenna is resonant you need to do the following. First you need to solder the ends of the wires where it is
connected to the banana plugs and then use some copper compound (copperslip) on the wire soldered end. Once you have fastened
all the relevant male and female banana plugs then you can squeeze some silicone sealant into the wire ends of the banana plugs to
reduce any strain. The best is to hang or lay the antenna open where there is no traffic of people and animals while applying the
silicone sealant. Leave it overnight to dry.
See Overleaf:….
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“ZS1X - Multi 6”

Cont:….

My antenna was resonated at a height of 3m. I used a modified extendable pole used for painting etc. I added some guy ropes, clamps and a piece of rope to hoist the antenna into position
and to make it easier to change bands if I am not able reach the links.
TIPS:
The antenna ends should not be too close to the ground, rather tie them with extended pieces of
rope to a fixed object so they are slightly elevated off the ground. This does make a difference
with the SWR. I also found that resonating the antenna in very close proximity of buildings and
vehicles also has an effect on the SWR. The best is to find an open space and set up the antenna
in this way.
You can also use RG174 as a feedline to make things a little bit lighter if you need to carry it
around. The dB loss at HF frequencies is not noticeable unless your feedline is substantially
long.
Take your time to construct this antenna and it will surely last for many years to come.
73’s
Dirk
de ZS1X
PS: You are welcome to contact me for any advice or questions on this antenna – Cell:
084 552 8573 or ZS1X@IBURST.CO.ZA

Upcoming Events
End Of Year Function

Don't forget, our end of year function on 24 November starting at 2
P.M. on the lawn outside the clubhouse.

Rob Bareham
ZS1SA

This year your committee is going to feed you. All paid up members
will be entitled to a free BBQ hamburger, complete with all of the fixings.
Cool drinks and 807's will be on sale in the club house.
Come and join us and bring the xyl
See you then,

And...

* Diarise “CTARC’s Bumper
Flea Market”
Saturday 2 March 2013
(Start collecting now!)
RAGCHEW

Rob, ZS1SA
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Swop Shop
Commercial Slim Jim. Very low SWR. R80 ono B & K Model 5551A – 5 Way Antenna switch R100 ono
70 cem Bus Radio. Good working condition complete with commercial antenna and coaxial cable. R200 ono
Kenwood PS 30 power supply. R750 ono Frequency Counter, designed by Hans, ZS1HJH. This unit was set up
for home brew. Very accurate and stable. R500 ono.
Kenwood World Clock in excellent working order. R600 ono Commercial Sound Card to Radio interface. R50
SANWA 460ED Super-Sensitive Multi Meter. Boxed. In very good condition. What offers.
Only reasonable offers entertained – please no chancers.
Contact Bernie Crockford ZS1BW on 0785478611

“Gentlemen

On offer: On behalf of a widow, two receivers available to the highest bidder.
1. Barlow Wadley XCR-30
2. Sony ICF-SW11 FM Stereo -SW 1-9 -MW/LW 12 bands
Please email me your offers for either 1 or 2 or both to zs1ct@ctarc.org.za or contact me on 082-925-2298 or 021-572-0329

and Ladies
too, please let
the Editor,
(Anne) know

Postage for purchaser's account if out of Cape Town.

if your goods

I will test rigs before concluding the deal. 73 Peter ZS1PMH

are sold or

Valves available: 6aw8a, 6ch6, 6at6, 6360, 6bw6, 6aq5, cv136, 6bj6, daf91, n77,
oa2,qv04/7, 6sl7gt, 5763,6c4,ef91, 6j6, pl21/zd21, 6aq5a,cv135, cv131, ecc83,
6ba6, ecc88, ec81, 6cb6, qqe03/12, 6bq75, cv858, 6be6, ecc81, 6aj5, 12ax7, jrp957,
jrc9004, jrc955, tt16 (osram).

you want to
add or remove
items. “

I don't want much for these, maybe R3.00 each to cover the cost of the exercise.
Contact Brian Young on 021-794-5687 or 082-707-7804

FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips,
10.7Mhz
& 455Khz
Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X
Cell: 084 552 8573
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za

Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know if your
goods are sold or you want to add or remove items. Please send requests to Anne at zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before the 10th of the month
preceding the Newsletter.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming
month,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all that
you
would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.

14-Nov

ZS1DB

Dudley Burrows

07-Dec

ZS1AU

Dennis Wells

18-Nov

ZS1VW

Harold Lange

07-Dec

ZS1HSF

Hugo Friedmann

26-Nov

ZS1LBN

Ted Sweetnam

20-Dec

ZS1DFR

Dave Reece

28-Nov

ZS1VK

Russell Mycroft

20-Dec

ZR1AS

Simon Ackerman

06-Dec

ZS1AGF

John O'Brien

22-Dec

ZS1ADD

Prof De Vries

Delivering solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design
and management services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our
skills cover the whole field of the built environment worldwide, specialising
in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services,
as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact:

Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen

Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

←
WSP KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY
SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF
THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE
WHO DO NOT HAVE INTERNET
CAPABILITIES.
Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable
for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily
that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of
the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a
free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not
for profit or gain.

To you all
from
“The Ed”
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